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Abstract
Within incentive auctions, several bidders cooperate for clearing a set of offers
or requests formalized by an auctioneer, ensuring that each participant cannot do
better than by inputing his true utility.
We use a distributed weighted constraint satisfaction (DisWCSP) framework
where the actual constraints are secrets that are not known by any agent. They
are defined by a set of functions on the secret inputs from all agents. The solution is also kept secret and each agent learns just the result of applying an agreed
function on the solution. We show how to apply this framework for modeling
and solving General Vickrey Auctions (GVAs). Solutions based on secure complete algorithms as well as solutions using faster secure stochastic algorithms are
proposed.

1 Introduction
Within incentive auctions, several bidders cooperate for clearing a set of offers or requests formalized by an auctioneer. The allocation mechanism is designed to ensure
that each participant cannot do better than by inputing his true utility. This increases the
social welfare by efficient allocations, and for one item auctions it is proven to have similar outcomes as the traditional English Auctions. A previous attempt to solve auctions
using distributed constraint frameworks is described in [SF02], but it did not provide
incentiveness.
A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is modeled as a set of variables and a set
of constraints on the possible values of those variables. The CSP problem consists in
finding assignments for those variables with values from their domains such that all
constraints are satisfied. The CSP techniques require every participant to reveal its
∗
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Figure 1: A constraint between two variables, place (x1 ) x1 ∈{P aris(P ), Quebec(Q)},
and time (x2 ) x2 ∈{T uesday(T ), W ednesday(W )}. The 0s mark rejected tuples.
I.e. this constraint allows only the pairs (P,W) and (Q,T), and can be written
{(P, W ), (Q, T )}.
preferences (e.g. to a trusted server), to compute the solution. Therefore, they apply
only when the participants accept to reveal their preferences to the trusted party.
There exist frameworks and techniques to model and solve distributed CSPs (DisCSPs) with privacy requirements, namely when the domains of the variables are private to
agents [YDIK98, MJ00], or when the constraints are private to agents [SSHF00, Sil03,
SR04].
In this article we present a recent framework [SAZB05] for the distributed constraint satisfaction problems. That framework can model naturally existing distributed constraint satisfaction problems, and also all necessary steps for incentive auctions [YS03, YS04, Fal04]. The new framework assumes that the constraints are not
necessarily known to absolutely any agent but they are computable from secret inputs,
with known functions. These functions use secret inputs provided securely by the different participants. Similarly, the final assignments are secret and each agent can retrieve
just the result of applying some agreed function on the secret solution.
We start introducing formally the CSP problem.
CSP. A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is defined by three sets: (X, D, C).
X = {x1 , ..., xm } is a set of variables and D = {D1 , ..., Dm } is a set of finite domains
such that xi can take values only from Di = {v1i , ..., vdi i }. C = {φ1 , ..., φc } is a set of
constraints. A constraint φi limits the legality of each combination of assignments to
the variables of an ordered subset Xi of the variables in X, Xi ⊆ X. An assignment is
a pair hxi , vki i meaning that the variable xi is assigned the value vki .
A tuple is an ordered set. The projection of a tuple  of assignments over a tuple of
variables Xi is denoted |X . A solution of a CSP (X,D,C) is a tuple of assignments, ∗,
i
with one assignment for each variable in X such that each φi ∈C is satisfied by ∗|X .
i
The search space of a CSP is the Cartesian product of the domains of its variables.
Example 1 In a CSP, one has to find a place (x1 ) and time (x2 ) for meeting. x1 is
either Paris (P ) or Quebec (Q), i.e. D1 ={P, Q}. x2 is either Tuesday (T ) or Wednesday (W ), i.e. D2 ={T, W }. There are two constraints: φ1 ={(P, W ), (Q, T )}, and
φ2 ={(P, W ), (Q, T ), (Q, W )}. φ1 is depicted in Figure 1. The problem is to find values for x1 and x2 satisfying both φ1 and φ2 .
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Figure 2: An arithmetic circuit, g = yz + (x − z) and f =(xz + yz)g. Each input can be
the secret of some participant. The output may not be revealed to all participants. All
intermediary values remain secret to everybody.
We consider that a set of participants are the source of such CSPs and one has
to find agreements for a solution, from the set of possible alternatives, that satisfies
a set of (secret) requirements of the participants. This view suggests a concept of a
distributed CSP. Several frameworks were proposed so far for Distributed Constraint
Satisfaction [ZM91, CDK91, YSH02a, MJ00, SAZB05]. Some versions consider that
each agent owns a constraint of the CSP [ZM91, SGM96]. This constraint could model
the private information of the agent [SSHF00]. Other versions consider that each agent
owns the domain of a variable while the constraints are shared [YDIK98]. The secret
domains can also model some private constraints of the agent.
We show how to use complete secure distributed weighted CSP solvers for addressing GVA. In [SF05] we propose secure stochastic algorithms for solving Distributed
CSPs. We show that (taking some precautions to always explore the same subset of
the search space) such stochastic algorithms can be used to provide an incomplete but
secure solver for large GVA problems.

2 Background
Our techniques here apply only to problems whose constraints and outputs can be represented as first order logic expressions, or as arithmetic circuits on inputs. Actually,
we proposed a procedure to translate first order logic definitions of constraints/outputs
into arithmetic circuits [SZB04]. In the following we introduce arithmetic circuits and
a short overview of the literature and techniques that made them relevant.

2.1

Secure Arithmetic Circuit Evaluation

Secure multi-party computations can simulate any arithmetic circuit [BOGW88] or
boolean circuit [Kil88, Gol04] evaluation. An arithmetic circuit can be intuitively
imagined as a directed graph without cycles where each node is described either by
an addition/subtraction or by a multiplication operator (see Figure 2). Each leaf is a
constant. In a secure arithmetic circuit evaluation, a set of participants perform the operations of an arithmetic circuit over some inputs, each input being either public or an
(encrypted/shared) secret of one of them. The result of the arithmetic circuit are the
values of some predefined nodes. The protocol can be designed to reveal the result
to only a subset of the agents, while none of them learns anything about intermediary
values. One says that the multi-party computation simulates the evaluation of the arithmetic circuit. A boolean circuit is similar, just that the leafs are boolean truth values,
false or true, often represented as 0 and 1. The rest of the nodes are boolean operators like AND or XOR. A function does not have to be represented in this form to be
solvable using general secure arithmetic circuit evaluation.P
It only needs to have such
an equivalent representation. For example, the operation E
i=B f (i) is an arithmetic
circuit if BQ
and E are public constants and f (i) is an arithmetic circuit. The same is
true about E
i=B f (i). Such constructs are useful when designing arithmetic circuits.
Secure protocols for evaluating such circuits use [BOGW88] or oblivious transfer.
Using the techniques for secure addition and multiplication one can build secure
techniques for comparison (cmp(x, y) returning 1 if x < y and 0 otherwise), and for
Kronecker’s delta (δK (x, y) returning 1 if x = y and 0 otherwise).

3 Privacy concepts
Definition 1 ([BOGW88]) A multi-party computation is t-private if an attacker controlling any at most t participants cannot learn anything from the computation, except
from what can be inferred from its outputs and prior knowledge.
Given secret constraints σ the prior knowledge Γ of the t colluders and a multi-party
computation process Π with answer α, the technique is t-private if the probability distribution of the secrets is conditionally independent on Π given answer α and knowledge
Γ.
P (σ|α, Γ, Π) = P (σ|α, Γ)
However, many algorithms provide answers α that contain more information than
what is actually needed. We typically decompose α in a desired data α∗ and an algorithmic dependent unrequested data α. For DisCSPs the desired data is an assignment
of some variables satisfying constraints, and the unrequested data consists of peculiarities of the used algorithm A (e.g., the solution is the first/last in some known order on
alternatives).

function (S)MPC-DisCSP1(T,(X,D,C))
SHUFFLE(X,D,C) //using the mixnet;
for i=1 toQT do
S[i]= φ∈C φ(i );

F=DisCSP1(T,(X,D,C));
UNSHUFFLE(F); // Unshuffle each vector in F separately;
set solution F to 0 with probability p; //optional (see [Sil05a, SF05]);
return F;

Algorithm 1: Stochastic MPC-DisCSP1 for solving a CSP (X, D, C) with k alternatives
and exploring T alternatives. When T = |D1 ×...×Dm | then the algorithm is complete.
The function DisCSP1 is the arithmetic circuit in Figure 3.
We say that an algorithm A achieves maximal t-privacy if the probability distribution of the secrets is conditionally independent on Π, A and α given requested data α ∗
and prior knowledge Γ.
P (σ|α, Γ, Π, A) = P (σ|α∗ , Γ)

For distributed CSPs, maximal t-privacy typically implies the return of uniformly
random selected solutions whenever the problem may have more than one solution [SR04].

3.1

Overview of MPC-DisCSP1

In [Sil03] we have proposed a polynomial space multi-party computation technique,
called MPC-DisCSP1, that extracts a (non-uniformly) random solution of a distributed
CSP [SR04]. MPC-DisCSP1 is t-private (and can be t-resilient when using the zeroknowledge proofs in [Sil05b]) and uses general multi-party computation building
blocks.
MPC-DisCSP1 implements DisCSP() in five phases (also see Algorithm 1):
1. Share the secret parameters of the input DisCSP using secret sharing.
2. The shared DisCSP problem is shuffled in a cooperative way, reordering values (and eventually variables), with a permutation that is not known to anybody [Sil03, Sil05b].
3. A computation returning the first solution of the DisCSP where the operations
performed by agents are independent of the input secrets (to avoid leaking the
secrets), is executed by simulating arithmetic circuits evaluation. This is shown
in Figure 3.
4. The solution (represented as unary constraints on domains) returned at Step 3
is translated into the initial problem formulation using a transformation that is
inverse of the shuffling at Step 2 [Sil05b].

p(, P ) =

Y

φ()

φ∈C

satisfiable(P ) = 1 − δK (0,

X
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i ∈[1 ...T ]
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|Dj |
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Figure 3: Arithmetic circuit DisCSP1 for a CSP P = (X, D, C). The result is the
vector of vectors {{δK (fi , j)}j∈[1..|Di |] }i∈[1..m] . Versions with other primitives appear
in [Sil03, Sil04b]
5. Construct the solution from its secret shares.
It is also possible and very simple to find all solutions [HCN+ 01]. However, when
only a single solution is needed, this leaks a lot of information. At Step 3, MPCDisCSP1 requires a computation whose cost is independent of the input, since otherwise
the users can learn things like: The returned solution is the only one, being found after
unsuccessfully checking all other tuples, all other tuples being infeasible. Since the
computation has to be independent of the problem details, its cost is exponential (at
least as long as nobody proves P=NP).
Note that other alternative techniques are available, notably MPC-DisCSP1 [Sil03],
MPC-DisCSP2 [SM04], MPC-DisCSP3 [Sil04b], and MPC-DisCSP4 [Sil05a]. We will
call them generically MPC-DisCSPx.
In [SM04] we show how to transform any of these techniques in a solver for distributed weighted constraint satisfaction, denoted accordingly MPC-DisWCSPx. The
modification consists only in a change to Step 3, namely computing W times (where
W is the number of possible total weights) an arithmetic circuit similar to the one in the
Step 3 of the corresponding MPC-DisCSPx, and performing an additional secure computation integrating their result. Also, for the computation corresponding
Pto a possible
total weight B, the function p(i , P ) is replaced with p(i , P ) = δK (B, φ∈C φ()).
3.1.1

Complete versus Stochastic Techniques

The algorithm MPC-DisCSP1 is complete when the parameter T is set to the size of the
search space. If T is smaller than |D1 × ... × Dm | then the algorithm is incomplete.
Namely it will return a solution picked randomly from T unknown randomly selected
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Figure 4: MPC-DisCSP4 using mix-nets
elements of the search space. If no solution exists among those T elements then a don’t
know answer is returned. Note that the time cost of the computation is linear in this
parameter T (assuming that the constraints have a bounded arity, limiting the cost of
the shuffle).
As follows, a stochastic algorithm is obtained wherein one can address a problem of
any size in any predefined available amount of time (larger than the time for the shuffle)
by choosing the T parameter accordingly. If no solution is found after exploring the
T elements then the returned failure has the meaning don’t know. The obtained algorithm is called secure Stochastic Multi-party Computation for solving DisCSPs (SMPCDisCSP1). Similar stochastic algorithms can be obtained from the other versions of
secure DisCSP solvers, based both on mix-nets and arithmetic circuits [SF05].

3.2

Overview of MPC-DisCSP4

In [Sil05a] we have proposed a multi-party computation technique, called MPCDisCSP4, that extracts a uniformly random solution of a distributed CSP.
MPC-DisCSP4 implements DisCSP() in five phases:
1. Share the secret parameters of the input DisCSP using secret sharing. The value
of each publicly possible assignment (allocation in GVA) is securely evaluated
into a vector of shared secrets S.
2. The shared vector S is shuffled in a cooperative way with a permutation that is
not known to anybody [Sil05b].
3. An arithmetic circuit is used to set all shared values in the shuffled S to 0, except
for the first non-zero one.
4. The shared vector obtained at Step 3 is translated into the initial problem formulation using a transformation that is inverse of the shuffling at Step 2 [Sil05b].

5. Construct the solution from its secret shares.
In this article we only address multi-party computations without trusted servers. A
family of secure solvers based on trusted servers is proposed in [YSH02a].

4 Distributed CSPs with constraints secret to everybody
Here we show how a distributed weighted CSP framework can model some famous
WCSP problems, namely optimizations occurring in clearing incentive auctions.

4.1

DisCSPs with constraints secret to anybody

Here we remind the DisCSP framework in [SAZB05]. It proposes a way to model
distributed CSPs, where a constraint is not (necessarily) a secret known to an agent, or
public, but can also be a secret unknown to all agents.
A Distributed CSP (DisCSP) is defined by six sets (A, X, D, C, I, O) and an arithmetic structure F . A={A1 , ..., An } is a set of agents. X, D, and the solution are defined
like for CSPs.
I={I1 , ..., In } is a set of secret inputs. Ii is a tuple of αi secret inputs (defined on a
set F ) from the agent Ai . Each input Ii belongs to F αi .
Like for CSPs, C is a set of constraints. There may exist a public constraint in
C, φ0 , defined by a predicate φ0 () on tuples of assignments , known to everybody.
However, each constraint φi , i>0, in C is defined as a set of known predicates φi (, I)
over the secret inputs I, and the tuples  of assignments to all the variables in a set of
variables Xi , Xi ⊆ X.
O={o1 , ..., on } is the set of outputs to the different agents. oi : D1 ×...×Dm → F ωi
is a function receiving as parameter a solution and returning ωi secret outputs (from F )
that will be revealed only to the agent Ai .
This framework has been experimented successfully for modeling and solving stable desk-mates problems with 7 participants [SAZB05] (requiring two minutes) and
stable marriages problems with 4 participants [Sil04c] (taking a few seconds).

4.2

Distributed Weighted Constraint Satisfaction Problems

Now let us describe the extension of that framework to Distributed Weighted Satisfaction Problems.
Definition 2 A distributed constraint satisfaction problem (DisWCSP) is defined by six
sets (A, X, D, C, I, O), an arithmetic structure F , and a set of acceptable solution
qualities B, that can be often represented as an interval [B1 , B2 ]. A={A1 , ..., An } is a
set of agents. X = {x1 , ..., xm } is a set of variables and D = {D1 , ..., Dm } is a set of
finite domains such that xi can take values only from Di = {v1i , ..., vdi i }. An assignment
is a pair hxi , vki i meaning that the variable xi is assigned the value vki . A tuple is an
ordered set. I={I1 , ..., In } is a set of secret inputs. Ii is a tuple of αi secret inputs

(defined on a set F ) from the agent Ai . Each input Ii belongs to F αi . C = {φ0 , ..., φc }
is a set of constraints. A constraint φi weights the legality of each combination of
assignments to the variables of an ordered subset Xi of the variables in X, Xi ⊆
X. φ0 is a public constraint defined by a function φ0 () on tuples of assignments ,
known to everybody. Each constraint φi , i>0, in C is defined as a known function
φi (, I) over the secret inputs I, and the tuples  of assignments to all the variables
in a set of variables Xi , Xi ⊆ X. The projection of a tuple  of assignments
over a
Pc
tuple of variables Xi is denoted |Xi . A solution is ∗ = argmin
φ
(
i
|Xi ), if
i=1
∈D1 ×...×Dn
Pc
i=1 φi (∗|Xi ) ∈ [B1 ...B2 ]. O={o1 , ..., on } is the set of outputs to the different agents.
oi : I × D1 × ... × Dm → F ωi is a function receiving as parameter the inputs and
a solution, and returning ωi secret outputs (from F ) that will be revealed only to the
agent Ai .
Solvers developed in our previous work require that the functions in sets O and C
are input either in first order logic form, or in the form of arithmetic circuits.
The public constraint φ0 can be input into the system using a set of constraints
{φ10 , φ20 , ...}, and the tuples of assignments accepted by φ0 can be obtained separately by
each agent, when needed, using any systematic search technique that finds all solutions
of a CSP, e.g. backtracking or lookahead algorithms (BT, BM, CBJ, FC, MAC, EMAC,
etc.).

5 Incentive Auctions1
To clear a combinatorial auction according to the (non-incentive) 1st price criteria when
several allocations may be optimal:
1. The participants select as public parameters of the problem a set of variables
X where there is a distinct variable for each item to be sold, and the domain
of each variable is the set of participants that may own the item at the end of
the auction (by winning it or by not selling it). There is a function φk (, I) for
each participant Ak , which associates to each possible tuple  of assignments of
the variables in X, an element of Ik (the bid of Ak for ). The maximum and
minimum value of the sum of the bids B1 , B2 , are also enforced by allocating
ranges of possible bids to each participant.
(Alternatively, variables can be associated to agents and their domain is the bid
for each possible bundle. Public constraints limmit the possible allocations of
bundles to agents.)
2. Each participant decides its secret inputs Ik (bids) for each tuple defining an allocation, by taking into account both the items she acquires and the reservation
price of the items she cedes in that allocation.
1

Patent Pending.

3. The secret inputs are shared with a secret sharing scheme. The weight of each
publicly permitted constraint φk (bid of each agent) is computed securely (typically equal to the input).
4. A solution of the DisWCSP is computed with a secure protocol (e.g. MPCDisWCSPx) [SM04]. As a result, a shared secret wi will specify the value of each
variable xi in the selected optimal solution, and w0 specifies the total weight of
the selected solution.
5. The chosen allocation and its total price can be revealed by reconstructing the
secrets wi from shares.
To reveal the winner allocation only to the participants involved in it, the participants must agree on the functions ok specifying that each participant learns
the allocation of the items that she receives. Also, each participant receives
the shares of the variables for items that she is selling, to learn whom to give
them. Namely, ok returns an array such that with m items and n participants,
∀i, 0 < i ≤ m, if xi models an item of Ak then ok [i] = xi , otherwise
ok [i] = (xi = k). These first order logic predicates are translated in arithmetic
circuits as shown inQ[SZB04]: (xiQ
= k) (aka δK (xi , k)–Kronecker’s delta) bek−1
n
1
comes (k−1)!(n−k)!
(x
−
i)
i
i=1
i=k+1 (i − xi ). Other ways of computing
δK (xi , k) are given in [Kil05, DFNT05].
6. The exact price pu to be paid by each agent Au in this case is the bid
of the agent Au for the solution, and can be made known to a participant
A
an outputQo0i [u] = φu (∗, I), by the arithmetic circuit:
P
Pi n with Q
i−1
n
k λ( i=1 (wi
j=1 di ),
i=1 di )[k]φu (k , I),
where wi is the shared secret specifying the index of xi in the solution and
λ(s, d) is a function translating a shared secret s into a vector of shared secrets with dimension d+1 having a one at index s and 0 elsewhere (see function
value2unaryconstraintX in [Sil03]). Calling the λ function is not needed
when using DisWCSP2, DisWCSP3, or DisWCSP4, since they already have the
result as the vector that is the outcome of unshuffling.
The result is the value of the point product between the vector returned by λ and
a vector with the weights (bids) for each tuple, ordered lexicographically.
The previous arithmetic circuit is usable if each agent provided a separate bid
for each possible allocation [Sil02, YS03, NSY04]. Otherwise an appropriate
arithmetic circuit has to be designed that is adapted to select the bid of the winning
solution from the format of the input of the bidder.
For incentive auctions (using Clarke tax, like GVA), one uses the algorithm for 1 st
price auctions as a component where the result is not revealed:

function GVA(T,(X,D,C))
SHUFFLE(X,D,C) //using the mixnet or arithmetic circuits;
for b = B2 to B1 do
for i=1 to T do
for j=1 to n do P
cj [i] = δK (b, φ∈C\{φj } φ(i ));
F[b]=DisCSP1(T,(X,D,C));
P
Wj [b] = 1 − δ( Ti=1 cj [i]);

W=integrate F [b] to get wi using technique in [SM04];
for j=1 to n do
P 2
P
w0 [j] = b=B2 toB1 bWj [b]δK (0, B
k=b+1 Wj [k]);

UNSHUFFLE(W); // Unshuffle each vector in W separately;
for k = 1 to n do
pk is computed as in Step 6 of 1st price action;
w00 [k] = w0 − pk ;
V CGk = w0 [k] − w00 [k];

reveal allocations wi to interested agents (as in Step 5 of 1st price action);
reveal each Ak its Vickrey-Clarke-Grooves tax V CGk ;
Algorithm 2: GVA for an auction represented as a shared CSP (X,D,C).

GVA
• The winning allocation is computed with the algorithm for 1st price auctions
without revealing the results. Namely, at the end of the last step, the price pk
to be paid by each agent Ak is not revealed but it is independantly subtracted
from w0 (the shared secret representing the total weight of the solution to
the DisWCSP, as returned by the used MPC-DisWCSPx) obtaining a shared
secret w00 [k] = w0 − pk .
• Additional n more maximization processes are run solving the DisWCSP,
each k-th maximization by not considering the bids of the agent A k , and
recording the obtained w0 as w0 [k] (skipping the computation of the corresponding allocations, wi for i > 0).
Separate shuffling/unshuffling is not needed in used MPC-DisWCSPx processing for these additional maximizations, and these computations are
preferably done on the shuffled encoding of the problem used at Step 4 in
the algorithm computing the winning allocation with 1st price criteria.
• The price (Clarke tax) to be paid by each bidder Ak is given by w0 [k]−w00 [k].

6 Analysis
We have shown here how to apply secure solvers for Distributed Weighted CSPs to
securely clear incentive auctions (in particular GVA). The computational complexity
for securely clearing a GVA auction with this technique is given by the cost of solving
the DisWCSP, i.e., b times higher than to solve a DisCSP of the same size (where b is
the number of possible total weights – aggregated utilities – for an allocation).
For the n rounds of optimisation for finding w0 [k], the cost if nb calls to the satisfiable function for c − 1 constraints.
Remark 1 The n runs of the solver for computing the elements of w0 [k] will add only
O(nb) calls to the satisfiable(P) function, each of them excluding an agent’s
constraint (bids).
Secure Stochastic Techniques One typical way to improve the speed of GVA solvers
is to reduce the number of possible bundles to a small predefined set. When possible
such a technique speeds our secure algorithm since its cost directly depends on this
number (specially when based on MPC-DisCSP4).
Another way of speeding up computations is by using secure stochastic solvers (that
explore only a subset of the search space), as SMPC-DisCSP1. However, to ensure individual rationality one has to guarantee that all instances of the optimization (for the
computation of each w0 [k]) have to be run using only allocations that were considered
at the computation of the winning allocation. This can be achieved if in the aforementioned method for solving GVA, the same T is used for all the n computations of the
elements of w0 [k].

7 Comparison with related work
There exist many recent algorithms for securely clearing incentive auctions (e.g., [Sil02,
YS03, NSY04, YS04]). The technique in [YS04] is based on dynamic programming
and therefore can be faster. Our technique differentiates itself by the guarantee that the
solution is selected randomly among the optimal allocations. Other techniques did not
use distributed CSPs (except indirectly by our previous technique in [Sil02, NSY04],
but where the problem of several solutions was not handled).

8 Conclusions
Privacy has been recently stressed in [MJ00, FMW01, WF02, FMG02, YSH02b] as an
important goal in designing algorithms for solving DisCSPs. In this article we have investigated how versions of old and famous problems, incentive auctions, can be solved
such that the privacy of the participants is guaranteed minimizing even what is leaked
by the selected solution. Incentive auctions are a very intense field of research as application of agents and economic theories. Our technique uses secure simulations of

arithmetic circuit evaluations and is therefore information theoretically secure whenever no majority of the participants colludes to find the secret of the others, and when
all agents follow the protocol. Since we are restricted to arithmetic circuits, full privacy
is achievable with computational security. We also show how faster but incomplete secure solvers can be provided using the secure stochastic techniques proposed in [SF05],
namely by making sure that the same subset of the search space is explored by the
different optimization instances performed by the GVA solver.
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